
PRESIDENTIAL VS PARLIAMENTARY GOVERNMENT ESSAY

Parliamentary Political Systems There are two main types of political systems, one Presidential Government VS
Parliamentary Government Canada and the.

Similar to Canada, the American system is tripartite having the executive President , the legislature made up
of Senate and Congress, and the judiciary. Through this analysis I will prove that the Canadian system allows
for increased party discipline, which leads to strong and cohesive parties. In this system, members of
parliament have to vote with their party in order to prevent the Prime Minister from losing the confidence of
the House. In some presidential regimes, the head-of-state is substantially ceremonial but devoid of the
constitutional authority; case-in-point is Ireland. Executive order allows the President to pass a bill even if the
legislature has already voted against it. This notwithstanding, for the most part, especially in the current
system the Democrats and Republicans do have strong party discipline. In the American presidential system,
the electorate ostensibly votes for three individuals, their Senator, their Representative and their President.
Circumstance leads to the organization of a representative body given the power to make and enforce law, as
well as a basic mutual agreement between the people and their government. The disadvantage of executive
order is the view that it gives the President too much, and an overuse of executive order it can lead to an
autocracy rather then a democracy. Special Orders. They supported congressional supremacy, and during the
age of Jackson they thought that President Jackson had too much power. On the other hand, in the presidential
system the parties and branches seem to be less structured. Lecture 15 Notes. Necessity of compromise e. The
end result of this agreement is a system of government unique to the culture, values, and circumstance of a
population Countries around the world all have diverse components, which makes that state in particular
unique. The most cited criticism is that the presidential system may create a major split between the executive
and the legislature, which may make the law making process futile. The Majority Leader is the party leader on
the floor. Although the president holds such power the argument that both the executive and legislature are
elected separate and therefore a divided government comes at hand. In the presidential system the powers are
pretty much divided into the three branches of government which are the executive, legislature and judicial.
With the advent of democracy, the safe removal of an executive from office without any constitutional crisis
favors the parliamentary system over the presidential one.


